
Food Processing

Problem/Difficulty

Suitable for: 

Insufficient capacity for peak time
Long waiting time for cook/chef  during peak hours for uniform.
Might affect the working efficiency 

High loss of  uniform
High quality uniform being “forgotten” by cook/ chef
cannot be tracked.

Costly for too much employee
To meet the demand in peak hours, more than adequate 
amount of  checker has to be employed. Most of  them will 
be at leisure after peak hours and is difficult to manage. 
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Advantages of  POLYTEX

Enhance distribution efficiency
POLYTEX distributes uniform automatically, greatly 
reduces workload of  cloakroom during peak hours.
Reduce waiting time of  cook/chef.

Reduce uniform loss
POLYTEX tracks & audits uniform usage & returns.
Loss uniform can be tracked/ traced.

Maintain high hygiene standard
POLYTEX provides a tidy way to store clean uniform,
and a convenient way to collect used, dirty uniform.

Working 24/7
POLYTEX works 24 hours a day, 365 days a year,
without day-off  or holidays.

Minimize uniform inventory
Through control unit, POLYTEX allows you to do
on-time replenishment, and generates usage reports
on monthly and annual basis, uniform inventory can 
be minimized through management.

Workflow of  POLYTEX

Audit & trace record*
*
*

Reduce inventory cost
Easy management

*
*

Reduce labor cost
Reduce loss

Control and monitor 
everything in a computer

Control Unit

* Automatic record

* Hygenic

Auto detection of return*
* Reduce loss & misplace*

*

*
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Dispense uniform to cook/ chef 
automatically

Cook/ chef can take unlimited time
on a “Take one return one” basis

Chef return uniform after 
usageStaff collects used one and

refill with new one

Save manpower
Hygenic

Save manpower*
* User friendly

Easy to collect
Easy to replenish

Dispensing Unit Take it yourself

Return UnitReplenishment

* Save store area Automatic record*
* Reduce time


